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ABSTRACT

Educators are exploiting the advantages of advanced web-based collaboration technologies and massive online interactions. Interactions between learners and human or nonhuman resources therefore play an increasingly important pedagogical role, and the way these interactions are expressed in the user interface of virtual learning environments is assumed to greatly impact the learning process. This paper presents an evaluation of how interactions for learning are expressed in the user interface of an IMS Learning Design (LD) runtime environment. Specifically, we selected Reigeluth and Moore’s set of interactions for learning was selected and tested how these interactions are visually expressed and supported in the user interface of the Service Based Learning Design (SLeD) player. The findings show several drawbacks in the current way of visualizing units of learning during runtime. For instance, the synchronization of participants in corresponding learning and support activities is not clearly expressed, the current role remains unclear in multi-role settings, and the nested display of unit-of-learning contents impedes navigation. Drawing from these findings, the paper offers recommendations regarding future development of IMS LD runtime user interfaces.
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Introduction

Learners today use a multitude of web-based tools and services to support their interactions during learning experiences. While interactions for learning have always been an important aspect of education, several recent trends complicate the teachers’ roles as providers and orchestrators of learning interactions today. An example of such a trend is the rapid pace of development and advancement of web-based technologies that support interaction. Since the advent of Web 2.0 and successful web-based business models, new collaboration tools and services become available to web users on a daily basis for free. Another recent trend on a global scale, propelled by rapid innovation in web technology and web pedagogy, is the offering and support of learning opportunities that build on openness and interaction on a massive scale, e.g., in massive open online courses (Yuan & Powell, 2013). A decade ago, the learning-technology world was much simpler, limited to classic forms of interaction support such as chat rooms and asynchronous message boards to support learners and their interactions with other learners, tutors, and teachers. At that time, the IMS Learning Design (LD) specification was developed as an interoperability instrument that allowed course authors to describe a pedagogical approach in a so-called “unit of learning” (Koper & Olivier, 2004) using a well-defined set of concepts specified in the IMS LD information model (IMS Global, 2003). A unit of learning can be a formal model of a course, a seminar unit, a self-study unit, or any other teaching and learning activity. IMS LD differentiates between the design time (when the learning design models are being authored) and the runtime (when these models are instantiated and executed). This enables the transfer of designs between different learning design authoring tools and the reuse of designs and materials in any IMS LD-compliant runtime environment. This kind of interoperability of units of learning that are specified with IMS LD enables learners and teachers to use the unit of learning in the virtual learning environment (VLE) of their choice, as long as this system is implementing the IMS LD specification. On the one hand, the need today to preserve and transfer the designs of units of learning (e.g., successful MOOCs) is stronger than ever. On the other hand, the specification and its conceptualization of interaction was set in stone in 2003 and never revised since then, and in the light of recent developments towards massive online interactions for learning it is indicated to analyze the support of interactions for learning in existing IMS LD runtime environments.

This paper puts the frequently discussed design-time issues of IMS LD aside and focuses exclusively on the runtime perspective of IMS LD. One general challenge that comes with the strict separation of design time (authoring) and
runtime (execution) in IMS LD is the insecurity during authoring about how the designed unit of learning will look like in the VLE during execution, which was previously pointed out as a major problem by Neumann and colleagues (2010). Traditionally, teachers design the learning environment directly within the VLE, where they can immediately see the effects of their design choices because they are reflected in the user interface. For instance, when a teacher adds a new assignment in a Moodle course, s/he will immediately see the effects on the course page and can react accordingly. When using IMS LD software, design decisions have to be made beforehand without knowledge of the VLE, where the unit of learning will be deployed for learning.

Adding to these conceptual challenges, which can nonetheless be met by unit-of-learning authors (see Derntl, Neumann, Griffiths, & Oberhuemer, 2012) and appropriate runtime management tools (e.g., Leony, de La Fuente Valentín, Pardo, & Delgado Kloos, 2008), a severe shortcoming on the runtime side is that there are only few VLEs that are able to read and execute IMS LD units of learning. There have been various attempts to implement an IMS LD runtime in mainstream VLEs. An implementation in Moodle was discussed (e.g., in Burgos, Tattersall, Dougiamas, Vogten & Koper, 2007) but never realized. An IMS LD implementation as an extension of .LRN called GRAIL succeeded (Escobedo del Cid, de la Fuente Valentín, Gutiérrez, Pardo & Delgado Kloos, 2007); however, the resulting tool has not been adopted widely. Most of the other existing IMS LD players are either commercial products like CLIX (http://www.im-c.de/germany/en/solutions/learning-management/clix-learning-suite) or have been developed in European R&D projects, for example, the SLeD player (http://sourceforge.net/projects/lmpplayer/) and the more recently developed Astro Player (http://tencompetence-project.bolton.ac.uk/ldruntime/index.html).

To identify how interactions for learning are expressed in current IMS LD runtime systems, we analyzed a representative IMS LD player, the SLeD player, according to relevant pedagogical principles. One goal of the analysis was to understand interaction issues in IMS LD runtime systems beyond pure technical interpretation and visualization of IMS LD units of learning. Drawing from this analysis, a second goal was to distill recommendations for IMS LD runtime environment developers.

Our paper is structured as follows. In the following section, we present the theoretical background of the study and the study objectives. In the third section, we present the methodology to obtain and analyze IMS LD units of learning at runtime. In the next section, we present a detailed account of the results obtained during runtime analysis. Following that, we discuss the technological restrictions and remedies to support runtime interaction with IMS LD. In the final section, we outline findings and recommend actions for future work.

**Background and objectives**

In this paper, we assume that the reader is familiar with the main concepts of the IMS LD specification. An excellent introductory article by Koper and Olivier was previously published in this journal (Koper & Olivier, 2004). Since then, a considerable body of research has been produced regarding the design time, that is, the authoring of IMS LD units of learning. (See Griffiths, Blat, García, Vogten and Kwong [2005] for an early discussion and Lockyer, Bennett, Agostinho and Harper [2009] for a more recent, comprehensive overview.) Given the current forces in web-based education as outlined in the introduction, it is equally important to view IMS LD from the runtime perspective. Less research was published on this aspect, since it is primarily an implementation effort. Because IMS LD, with its focus on roles and activities, uniquely set up among learning-technology specifications, it is particularly suited to be tested for the expression of pedagogical aspects in VLEs. For this reason, Reigeluth and Moore’s framework for comparing instructional strategies was chosen as an analysis framework (Reigeluth & Moore, 1999). This framework is appropriate because the contained aspects are well accepted and can be classified more precisely than with other frameworks, such as Reeves’ pedagogical dimensions of computer-based education (Reeves, 1997). Of the six aspects in Reigeluth and Moore’s framework, “interactions for learning” was selected for the evaluation because it appeared to be most meaningful for evaluating VLEs’ ability to deal with multiple roles and active engagement, which are considered to be strengths of IMS LD compared to other learning activity-focused specifications (Koper & Olivier, 2004; Griffiths & Liber, 2008).

In the framework proposed by Reigeluth and Moore (1999) human interactions are categorized into human and nonhuman interactions. The types of interactions that students engage in during the learning process are distinguished as follows in the framework, with the first three representing human and the last four representing nonhuman interactions:
• Student-teacher: interacting with the teacher or instructor
• Student-student: working with or utilizing other students as resources, individually or in a group
• Student-other human: interacting with a community member, parent, or other individual (or group)
• Student-tools: using tools that enable completion of tasks
• Student-information: working with, and making sense of, the information that is available or found
• Student-environment/manipulatives: utilizing and working with resources and simulations, both within and outside the classroom environment
• Student-other nonhuman: working with any other conceivable nonhuman resource.

Each of these interactions pursues a pedagogical purpose such as creating dependence between students for student/student interactions, going beyond the traditional classroom for learning challenges in student/environment interactions, or producing high quality products during student/tools and student/information interactions.

This analytical study was set up to analyze IMS LD units of learning (from here on simply referred to as “units of learning”) according to the (visual) expression of the above-mentioned interactions for learning in VLEs. This is not a test of the IMS LD specification itself (e.g., for its ability to express certain pedagogical aspects), but rather for the ability of VLEs to support and express pedagogical aspects contained in IMS LD units of learning and whether the chosen expression fosters or hinders the learning process.

Methodology

Material selection

Units of learning were solicited from several European organizations that were part of the ICOPER consortium, a European Commission-funded best-practice network that investigated, among other issues, contemporary learning design standards and interoperability specifications (cf., Simon, Pulkkinen, Totschnig, & Kozlov, 2011). These organizations had built units of learning for specific disciplines, such as architecture, or for specific learning settings like collaborative learning. Criteria for eventual selection among collected units of learning were that they needed to exhibit characteristics relating to the interactions for learning. Six units of learning were selected that exhibited at least two different types of interactions (see Table 1). Two types of interaction listed in the previous section were not considered in the analysis (namely the “other” interactions) and the student-tools and student-environment or manipulatives interactions were subsumed under the student-tools interaction.

Table 1. IMS LD units of learning used for analysis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IMS LD unit-of-learning title</th>
<th>Short description</th>
<th>Interactions*</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SS_H ST_H ST_N SI_N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DECONSTRUCTIVISM</td>
<td>There are two roles, learner and teacher. Learners are to explore a project called</td>
<td>Yes Yes Yes Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Villa dall’Ava, and then create their own project. The teacher supports learners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>when using the resources and gives them feedback on their project.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MODERN ARCHITECTURE</td>
<td>There are two roles, learner and teacher. Learners brainstorm their previous</td>
<td>No Yes Yes Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>knowledge on modern architecture, then read some selected content and prepare a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>presentation on this content. The teacher supports learners when they use tools</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and resources. After learners’ presentations, the teacher gives feedback.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKYSCRAPERS AND RESIDENTIAL HOMES—LEVEL A</td>
<td>The unit of learning features three roles: “interested in</td>
<td>No No Yes Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>architecture”, “interested in buildings” and “teacher,” but the teacher role</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>was not assigned any activities. Depending on their assigned role, learners</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>move through the unit of learning according to architects and their styles or</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>according to famous buildings. Some reuse of learning objects and activities can</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>be seen. Another special feature of the unit of learning is that it comprises</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>two plays.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SKYSCRAPERS AND RESIDENTIAL</td>
<td>The unit of learning features one role, which is a learner role. Learners first</td>
<td>No No Yes Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>choose whether they wish to learn about skyscrapers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**HOMES—LEVEL B** or about residential homes. Each activity and interaction with learning content gives learners also a chance to reflect and summarize what they’ve learned. At the end, learners summarize everything they learned.

**SHARED OUTCOME** There are five roles. In addition to the teacher role, learners can either be Team A or Team B, and each team has an additional coordinator role. The teacher introduces the topic, then learners split into two groups A and B, around an assigned theme, for the project work phase. Each group selects a person to be the coordinator, who aggregates the group’s work. After group work, students answer a questionnaire. If they pass, the activity is finished. Otherwise, the group has to re-work its project to find the correct answers to all the questions. The teacher has the option to support students when needed.

**BLOG** There are two roles, learner and teacher. Learners select a topic from one of two lists, which the teacher provided. One list contains learning technologies; the other contains learning contexts. Students keep a blog on the chosen technology or context, and discuss with each other how to apply learning technologies in various learning contexts. In a final report, learners describe scenarios for applying learning technologies in specific learning contexts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SPh</th>
<th>… Student-student (human) interactions</th>
<th>STN</th>
<th>… Student-tools and student-environment/manipulatives (nonhuman) interactions</th>
<th>SIH</th>
<th>… Student-teacher (human) interactions</th>
<th>SIN</th>
<th>… Student-information (nonhuman) interactions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Runtime player**

From the VLEs that are capable of interpreting IMS LD units of learning, the system that has been established the longest, the Service Based Learning Design player (SLeD, version 3.0) (http://sourceforge.net/projects/ldplayer/files/SLeD%20Player/Sled%203.0/sled3.0.zip/download), was chosen for the analysis. The SLeD player is an enhanced version of the CopperCore LD player. The latter is also known as the player module of the CopperCore Run Time (CCRT) environment (http://coppercore.sourceforge.net/documentation/ccrt.shtml). While the CCRT-integrated player can be used to run an LD, the distribution page of CCRT clearly states that it was “not intended to be used in a real-life deployment.” The SLeD player, on the other hand, builds upon CCRT and enhanced the state of the art by “separating out the player functionality from the underlying engine” (McAndrew, Nadolski, & Little, 2005). SLeD is the only player to date that fully implements IMS LD based on CCRT and is freely available for educational and research purposes. To substantiate this, we performed pre-study trials with other available players. GRAIL requires a dotLRN host system and is visually similar in its setup to SLeD but architecturally more tightly integrated with the host VLE. We realize that an analysis using GRAIL may have provided different results than the ones presented in this paper. Trials with the other available players CLIX and the Astro Player showed that these systems did not support all features used in the units of learning used for the study, as presented in the previous sub-section. For instance, the Astro Player did not support the displaying of multiple activity descriptions, which is however possible in the IMS LD specification.

IMS LD players are usually set up in a similar manner. To access activities, participants click on one of the links in the navigation tree on the left (see Figure 1). When an activity is selected from the navigation tree, the content area of the browser window provides access to the activities’ descriptions and learning objectives. If the activities or learning objects contain several items, players can access them by selecting the activity or learning object in the navigation tree on the left and choosing 1, 2, 3, etc., within the main frame on the right. For instance, the currently selected learning object “Skyscrapers—Seagram Building” in Figure 1 contains three subordinate items as indicated by “1 2 3” under the Description tab.
Two IMS LD experts conducted the following analysis procedure independently. The analysis results were discussed and integrated in a face-to-face session. The interpretation of the results in the light of the research question tackled in this article was done by the authors. The analysis procedure proceeded as follows. First, the IMS LD conformant XML representation of the units of learning, including their packaged resources, were analyzed structurally in relation to the interactions for learning outlined in the previous section. That means, IMS LD elements used to provide these interactions were noted down. Then, one after the other, each unit of learning was played in the SLeD player. In each unit of learning each role was impersonated; all activities were performed in all possible permutations of the activity sequence through the unit of learning, and all included services and resources were accessed and used. While doing so we recorded how Reigeluth and Moore’s interactions for learning were expressed visually and/or metaphorically in the user interface of the SLeD player. These expressions of the interaction were then analyzed by the authors of this paper for the ability to support the interactions during runtime. The results of this analysis procedure are presented in the following section.

Results

The results are grouped by the interaction typology introduced before. “Student-other human” and “Student-other nonhuman” were excluded from further analysis as interactions since these were not featured in any of the units of learning selected for this study. These interactions, while representable with IMS LD, generally appear to be out of the scope of capturing and analysis in an IMS LD runtime player.

Student-student

DECONSTRUCTIVISM, SHARED OUTCOME, and BLOG COLLABORATION (Text in small caps refers to the units of learning presented in Table 1) featured student-student interactions. Learners in these units of learning could only identify a chance for student-student interaction if they received explicit instructions in the activity, and if the author of the unit of learning included corresponding services where the interaction takes place, such as a chat or forum. Students were at times asked to post an idea, link, or other information, but there were no instructions for working with or responding to one another. Next to the missing instructions for posting or interacting, it was not apparent who
else had access to and participated in the forum. What other students had access? Were forums meant for student access and discussion only, or did teachers have access as well? To support student-student interactions, it should be made clear with whom students are to interact. Most modern VLEs offer features to support awareness of who has access to and who is contributing in a VLE. The SLeD player, a VLE by definition, does not display this information, although the IMS LD conceptual model would easily allow revealing it.

**SHARED OUTCOME** featured four different learner roles: Team A, Team B, Team Leader A, Team Leader B. During the course of the unit of learning, the team members chose a team leader, who was then assigned this additional role. For a person assigned to the Team Leader A role, it was not clear in the user interface how and when to act as team leader and when to act as a regular member of team A (because the person likely acted in both roles). The player did not offer explicit support for this change of roles. Switching roles was not obvious because the player displayed all units of learning a person was currently assigned to in one drop-down box; the role the person took within each unit of learning was written in parentheses behind the unit of learning’s title.

**Student-teacher**

Student-teacher interactions were mostly realized using the IMS LD concept of support activities in the units of learning. In the player, this interaction was not well supported. The view offered to learners differed from the view offered to teachers: Each role saw only those activities that were assigned to this very role. **DECONSTRUCTIVISM**, **MODERN ARCHITECTURE**, **SHARED OUTCOME**, and **BLOG COLLABORATION** featured student-teacher interactions and thus encountered this problem. For illustration, see the screenshots below (Figure 2 and Figure 3), which were taken from the **DECONSTRUCTIVISM** unit of learning. As the two navigation trees indicate, there was no guidance for learners or teachers regarding when the teacher was to support the students during their activities. The player did not support the teacher in finding out about learners’ current status.

Having isolated views for each role’s activities created an artificial separation in the VLE. It required some explaining within the activity descriptions to overcome this separation, that is, to make clear that teachers and students were to work together at this point. This is a difference between currently available IMS LD players and non-IMS LD VLEs. In non-IMS LD VLEs, teachers and learners see the same interface in the learning environment, and all instructions in the interface are targeted towards learners, while the teacher implicitly assumes any support tasks. The SLeD player interprets IMS LD units of learning in a way that learners and teachers are presented with separate views onto the (same) unit of learning. Each role receives own activities with own instructions and is not aware of other roles and their activities. This makes it difficult to identify when the different roles will interact.

In the units of learning **DECONSTRUCTIVISM**, **MODERN ARCHITECTURE**, **SHARED OUTCOME**, and **BLOG COLLABORATION**, the teachers’ activities were IMS LD support activities. This special type of activity did not appear any different in the player than a learning activity. The teacher was not offered additional functions to execute this support activity and may thus not even know that s/he was involved in a support activity. What appears to create
further uncertainty is that in the IMS LD specification support activities are by definition not linked to another activity but to another role. The specification is unclear whether the indicated role is only valid during an act, during a play, or always. This leaves room for interpretation for player vendors and poses obstacles for student-teacher interactions.

**Student-tool and student-environment/manipulatives**

In a VLE, as opposed to a face-to-face learning environment, these two interactions are hard to distinguish because the line between the environment and its tools diminishes. These two interactions were thus observed together for the purposes of this analysis. Interactions with tools and environments can be regarded as interactions with the VLE itself and with provided resources as well as tools. Such resources or tools are sometimes external to the unit of learning, for example, external webpages. In the player, learners received no hint regarding what role they were assigned and what role they currently carried out (what the role is called and a possible description of the role). This information, however, influences the learners’ interaction with the tools and environment, and is thus important to display. For instance, the unit of learning SKYSCRAPERS AND RESIDENTIAL HOMES—LEVEL A features two different learner roles: “interested in architects” and “interested in buildings”. Learners had no idea that they were assigned one of these special foci in the unit of learning since the role’s title was not displayed. Acting in either one of the roles, however, affected how students interacted with the tools and the environment.

In the unit of learning SKYSCRAPERS AND RESIDENTIAL HOMES—LEVEL A, the nested activity structures are confusing and do not support navigational orientation. As can be seen from the screenshot of the unit of learning SKYSCRAPERS AND RESIDENTIAL HOMES—LEVEL A in Figure 4, keeping the overview of the different layers inside the activity structure could be quite hard. Adding to the structural complexity the activity structure “Selection: Architect Tracks” contained three nested activity structures, each containing additional activities and resources. In the unit of learning SKYSCRAPERS AND RESIDENTIAL HOMES—LEVEL B, navigation was further hampered because it was hard to distinguish between activities that were part of the activity structure “Sequence: Introduction into skyscrapers” and activities that were part of the regular sequence because they are nearly horizontally aligned (cp. Figure 5). Also, the distinction between activity structures of type sequence and of type selection should be better reflected in runtime interfaces so it is clear to learners what the difference is and what options for progression they have. In the screenshots, it might appear as if the SLeD player did actually make this distinction because “sequence” and “selection” were written in the navigation tree. In fact, unit-of-learning authors, not the runtime system, defined these titles; the distinction would not be clear without the explicit inclusion of “sequence” and “selection” in the activity structures’ titles.

**Figure 4.** Screenshot of the nested activity structures in the unit of learning SKYSCRAPERS AND RESIDENTIAL HOMES—LEVEL A.  **Figure 5.** Screenshot of the nested activity structures in the unit of learning SKYSCRAPERS AND RESIDENTIAL HOMES—LEVEL B.
Next to the nested activity structures, some activities included additional activity descriptions or learning objects, which in turn had further nested objects. For instance, the learning object “Explore content about early skyscrapers and major buildings” (cp. Figure 4) provided access to 12 subordinate objects (note that the actual subordinate objects were only displayed in the main frame and are not depicted in the navigation tree shown here). Some of these objects again featured links to other sites. Learners would have to navigate through up to five levels. The student-environment interaction was greatly impeded through this complicated setup. Although IMS LD supports the use of nested structures, one of the goals of VLEs should be to ease navigation by modifying the display of activities and learning objects.

**Student-information**

The difference between the information and the environment was not easily drawn because the information is highly embedded in the environment. For the purposes of this analysis, student-information interactions were interpreted as the interactions taking place with activities or learning objects. From a learner’s point of view, it was hardly understandable what the difference between learning objects and activity (descriptions) was in the player interface. The activity description stated to “do something” but the place to do this was not immediately provided where the activity description was displayed. The separation between activities, whose description was displayed in the main frame on the right, and the referenced learning objects, which were only accessible via the navigation tree on the left, introduced an additional layer of complexity. The use of activities and learning objects as seen in the units of learning under analysis suggests that IMS LD activities were at times used as an additional, yet nearly useless, container for referencing learning objects. If used this way, the line between the IMS LD concepts’ activity and environment (with contained learning objects) diminishes. This may also have been an inspiration to the developments of Simple Learning Design 2.0 (Durand & Downes, 2009), where only one of the concepts (the activity) is included, and the concept environment is not present at all.

**Interaction services**

The investigation so far has shown that interaction between learners and other human or nonhuman entities is an important pedagogical aspect of VLEs. IMS LD as a prominent interoperability specification should therefore be able to express such collaboration and communication interactions. This section discusses in more detail how this can be achieved in the runtime perspective.

In the IMS LD information model (IMS Global, 2003), activities take place in environments, which can contain learning objects, services, and further environments. A service element in an IMS LD unit of learning is an abstract declaration of the required facility or tool, for example, a synchronous conferencing service. During runtime, the IMS LD player will create and offer an instance of the service for use within the environment. Since different services like discussion forum, chat, announcement, etc., offer different functionalities and require different steps and parameters during setup and use, there is a dedicated description schema for each service. When the IMS LD specification was conceived, the authors decided to include the four “most widely implemented and used services” (Olivier & Tattersall, 2005, p. 32) into the specification. These are send-mail (for emailing), conference (synchronous, asynchronous communication, and announcements), monitor (observing property values), and index-search (searching in the unit of learning). From the teaching practitioner’s point of view, this limitation comes with drawbacks: The creation of units of learning with intense virtual communication and collaboration as in the study presented in the previous section may become problematic since the only services that are available for this purpose are send-mail and conference. There is no service description schema in IMS LD for currently popular applications supporting collaboration and communication like blogs and microblogs (Twitter), wikis (Wikipedia), shared virtual calendars, document sharing (Google Drive), polling (Doodle), and so forth. While these are gradually being integrated as external services in popular VLEs like Moodle, IMS LD (conceived a decade ago) was not built to cater to these new options.

A simple workaround that does not require any modification or extension of the IMS LD information model would be to provide a link to or description of the required service as well as the instructions for setup and use of the service in the IMS LD activity description element. There are several potential problems with such an approach. For one, the external service likely requires login with a separate account (or signing up for a new one). There is currently no way
to map the user’s account in the service with his/her account in the IMS LD player. Also, different users have
different roles within the same activity/environment (e.g., moderator and participant in discussions). These roles
need to be mapped to the roles offered by the service (if any), but the mapping cannot be enforced because there is
no protocol for transferring any data between the IMS LD player and the external service. Additionally, the design-
time provision of a static hyperlink to a service instead of an abstract service description means that different runs of
a unit of learning will use the same instance of the service.

Other approaches to using services that are not offered by IMS LD potentially require a modification to the IMS LD
information model and/or a customized interpretation of the existing XML binding and will therefore neither be
portable to nor runnable on all existing IMS LD players. In recent years, several approaches have been proposed in
this area. The perceived trend upon which these developments build is that of a move towards personal learning
environments that are composed of small, autonomous, loosely coupled applications, for instance based on widget
technology (cf. Wilson, Sharples, & Griffiths, 2009). Another avenue to broaden the spectrum of available
interaction services is based on generic service integration (de la Fuente Valentín, Miao, Pardo and Delgado Kloos,
2008), which supports the semi-automatic identification appropriate services at runtime based on a design-time
description of what a service is supposed to achieve during runtime, rather than describing which specific service to
use.

As it currently stands, the IMS LD specification and, therefore, most runtime players offer only two services that can
be used for collaboration and communication: the send-mail service for email communication and the conference
service for synchronous and asynchronous communication/collaboration and one-way communication. The concrete
appearance and handling of these services is left to the player. Unfortunately, there is currently no agreed way of
providing richer communication and collaboration services in IMS LD. In the light of the large number of interaction
services available and used for educational purposes, this shortcoming will continue to diminish the role of IMS LD.

Discussion and conclusion

The task of IMS LD compliant VLEs is to interpret a unit of learning so that the learning environment is set up and
the learning process is best supported. The VLE must work with the information provided in the IMS LD unit of
learning. What information can or should be derived from this unit of learning at runtime to support interactions for
learning? In this paper, we explored answers to this question in an IMS LD runtime environment, namely the Service
Based Learning Design (SLeD) player, and selected and adopted interactions for learning from Reigeluth and
Moore’s (1999) set of pedagogical aspects. We demonstrated that the expression and implementation of interactions
of learners with human actors and nonhuman elements in the learning environment are currently far from optimal
and far from fit for current pedagogies and diverse communication channels during learning experiences. Crucial
issues encountered include no explicit link between activity descriptions in the main content area and the
environment objects in the navigation area, unless the author provides a descriptive linkage, which would however
contradict the basic idea of IMS LD by requiring knowledge of the runtime user interface at design time. The first
recommendation to developers, therefore, is to provide in-place access to information pertaining to the current
activity, which would enhance student-information interactions by integrating the activity description with the
learning object more closely in the user interface or by providing instant previews common in popular VLEs like
Moodle.

The second recommendation is that items that conceptually belong together be displayed together in the user
interface to facilitate the learners. This is the case for activities and environments that are linked to one another as
well as for their subordinate items, such as multiple activity descriptions and multiple learning objects. Currently,
the display of conceptually connected items is separated in the observed runtime environment: The participant has to
switch back and forth between the navigation tree and the main frame to get the wanted items to display. The
hierarchical nesting as the display metaphor of all unit-of-learning content/activities additionally impedes easy
navigation since there is little learning-process-related information contained in such a structure. The third
recommendation, therefore, is that IMS LD player developers devise a meaningful depiction of nested activity
structures in the user interface to guide learners in progressing along the learning path. Although we don’t know why,
this kind of nested navigation structure is a visual design flaw present in all IMD LD players to some extent. Lambe
acknowledges that nested depiction of the unit of learning’s structure becomes hard to navigate beyond three levels
of depth (2007).
We revealed that it is not clear at runtime which role or roles the user is currently impersonating, and there are missing visual cues on supported and/or collaborating roles for the current activity. Thus, the fourth recommendation is that roles should be explicitly displayed in the user interface. Also, the runtime system does not indicate places to interact with other roles (even if designed that way), such as when and how does a supporter actually support learners? Missing indication of interaction and awareness of other participants was also the case with any type of conference service included in the units of learning. Participants had no idea who was interacting with them within the conference service or widget. The fifth recommendation, therefore, is that the runtime system make participants aware of who is interacting (or meant to interact) with them during an activity or in an environment.

The concluding overall recommendation in light of these issues is that developers of IMS LD VLEs take more caution in observing the user perspective. Instead of exposing the XML hierarchy defined in the IMS LD unit of learning to the users, runtime environments should display units of learning in a way that lessens the cognitive load currently needed for navigating and understanding how the different parts of a unit of learning relate to each other. Thus far, many crucial elements that set IMS LD apart from other learning-technology specifications — such as roles, activities, and environments — are not expressed with their full potential in the runtime. Especially a lack of support regarding human-to-human interactions can be observed. Currently, the responsibility lies with the author of a unit of learning to make instructions for interactions explicit at design time, requiring prior knowledge about how the unit of learning will be rendered at runtime. The runtime environment did not offer support in this regard as the technical differentiation of concepts such as activities, environments, or activity structures hardly affected their display in the runtime’s interface. Rather, there appeared to be a crucial connection between decisions the unit-of-learning author made at design time and their influence on the appearance of a unit of learning in the runtime system. Not knowing where the unit of learning will be deployed, however, may serve for poor design decisions.

This paper offered bits of advice to IMS LD VLE developers about what pitfalls to avoid in terms of student interactions. In future work, the expression of additional relevant pedagogical aspects and additional IMS LD players need to be taken into account. Understanding how pedagogy is expressed visually and navigationally in units of learning at runtime helps to identify shortcomings in the way runtime environments have been conceived to date. Building on knowledge about these shortcomings, work can then proceed towards interoperable runtime support of interactions for learning based on evolving pedagogies and contemporary web-based interaction technologies.
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